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Abstract

The SAMI3/ESF (Sami3 is also a model of the ionosphere/equatorial spread $F$) code is used to simulate the growth of

equatorial plasma bubbles in the presence of a background wind field based on measured winds. The measured winds exhibit

the well-known ‘midnight temperature maximum’ (MTM) pattern, in which an equatorward wind occurs simultaneously with

a cessation in the zonal wind. The MTM is often preceded by strong equatorward winds (about 100 m/s). The circumstance

where the MTM winds are symmetric across the equator is considered; here the meridional wind component in the southern

hemisphere is the reverse of the northern meridional wind. The timing of the wind pattern relative to the imposition of a

seed for the ESF instability is explored. We find that the simultaneous occurrence of a seed wave and a strong converging

meridional wind pattern can produce post-midnight ESF. We further find that the seed wave and the sudden cessation of the

zonal winds can also produce post-midnight ESF. The MENTAT (Magnetic mEridional NeuTrAl Thermospheric) code verifies

the occurrence of converging meridional wind patterns such as those simulated here, based on ionosonde data. Results suggest

that regional-scale wind measurements would aid in the prediction signal-disrupting ionospheric bubbles.
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• The timing of midnight temperature maximum winds affects the growth of post-9
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Abstract16

The SAMI3/ESF (Sami3 is also a model of the ionosphere/equatorial spread F ) code17

is used to simulate the growth of equatorial plasma bubbles in the presence of a back-18

ground wind field based on measured winds. The measured winds exhibit the well-known19

‘midnight temperature maximum’ (MTM) pattern, in which an equatorward wind oc-20

curs simultaneously with a cessation in the zonal wind. The MTM is often preceded by21

strong equatorward winds (about 100 m/s). The circumstance where the MTM winds22

are symmetric across the equator is considered; here the meridional wind component in23

the southern hemisphere is the reverse of the northern meridional wind. The timing of24

the wind pattern relative to the imposition of a seed for the ESF instability is explored.25

We find that the simultaneous occurrence of a seed wave and a strong converging merid-26

ional wind pattern can produce post-midnight ESF. We further find that the seed wave27

and the sudden cessation of the zonal winds can also produce post-midnight ESF. The28

MENTAT (Magnetic mEridional NeuTrAl Thermospheric) code verifies the occurrence29

of converging meridional wind patterns such as those simulated here, based on ionosonde30

data. Results suggest that regional-scale wind measurements would aid in the predic-31

tion signal-disrupting ionospheric bubbles.32

Plain Language Summary33

The local ionosphere often becomes unstable after dusk, with low-density ‘bubbles’34

rising from the bottom of the ionosphere F layer upwards to altitudes of 1000 km or more.35

The jump in the local ionosphere density at the edges of these bubbles can disrupt sig-36

nal transmission between Earth and space. The instability usually occurs after dusk but37

sometimes also occurs after midnight. We consider nighttime winds measured over an38

area covering most of the continental United States. The applicability of such measure-39

ments to prediction of bubbles is explored. The measured winds, which exhibit a phe-40

nomenon known as the midnight temperature maximum (MTM), are shown to enable41

post-midnight bubbles. Two separate mechanisms are considered: (1) a north/south con-42

verging meridional wind of the sort that often precedes the MTM and (2) the sudden43

cessation of the zonal wind that often occurs during the MTM. In each case, post-midnight44

ESF can occur if the timing between the winds and a ‘seed’ wave is optimum.45

1 Introduction46

The phenomenon known as equatorial spread F (ESF; Booker & Wells, 1938) is47

driven by the generalized Rayleigh-Taylor instability (Haerendel, 1974; Ossakow, 1981;48

Haerendel et al., 1992; Sultan, 1996). Previous studies show that zonal (Huba et al., 2009)49

and meridional (Krall et al., 2009) winds affect the growth of this instability. For exam-50

ple, a converging (diverging) meridional wind field can enhance (suppress) the instabil-51

ity (Huba & Krall, 2013). Because this instability produces equatorial plasma bubbles52

(EPBs) that affect communications (Kintner et al., 2007) and navigation (Sparks et al.,53

2004) signals, we are interested in both the occurrence and timing of ESF. In particu-54

lar, while EPBs are typically observed shortly after dusk, they were recently found to55

occur after midnight and were observed quite often during the prolonged solar minimum56

of 2008-2009. Of particular interest is the finding that the seasonal and longitudinal de-57

pendencies differ from those of commonly observed post-sunset ESF (Heelis et al., 2010).58

For post-sunset ESF, the main cause of seasonal variation is understood to be the align-59

ment of the terminator with the magnetic meridian (Tsunoda, 1985). For post-midnight60

ESF, the main cause of seasonal variation is not yet understood.61

In this study we consider the thermospheric phenomenon known as the midnight62

temperature maximum (MTM). The MTM is an increase in temperature that occurs near63

local midnight. Modeling work suggests that the MTM should extend from low-latitudes64

into midlatitudes (Akmaev et al., 2009) and recent observations have supported this pre-65
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diction (Hickey et al., 2014). The MTM has been observed in both the northern and sum-66

mer hemisphere, away from the magnetic equator, as a rapidly-moving airglow enhance-67

ment associated with and following an increase in the thermosphere temperature (e.g.68

Spencer et al., 1979; Herrero & Spencer, 1982; M. J. Colerico et al., 2006; Hickey et al.,69

2018). Based on nighttime electron temperature measurements from the Jicamarca Radar70

Observatory, Bamgboye and McClure (1982) hypothesized that the MTM was a ‘night-71

time equatorial temperature bulge moving with the antisolar meridian.’ This understand-72

ing of the MTM temperature and pressure bulge was supported by earlier radar stud-73

ies by Behnke and Harper (1973) and Harper (1973), who demonstrated that a rever-74

sal of the meridional component of the thermospheric winds from equatorward to pole-75

ward forced the ionosphere downward, causing the brightness of the brightness wave (Friedman76

& Herrero, 1982). Recent modeling efforts have shown the importance of the semidiur-77

nal, terdiurnal, and high order wave modes in the production of the MTM (Fesen, 1996;78

Akmaev et al., 2009). The MTM and its characteristic wind patterns (equatorward be-79

fore the bulge passes; poleward after the bulge passes) tend to appear earlier near the80

equator and later at higher latitudes (Akmaev et al., 2009; Hickey et al., 2014).81

Observations of this MTM wind pattern have been recently obtained over a large82

region of North America, using the North American Thermosphere Ionosphere Observ-83

ing Network (NATION; Mesquita et al., 2018). The regional-scale NATION wind dataset84

shows rapid changes in wind strength and direction. The effect of such rapidly-varying85

winds on ESF has not been previously studied.86

Below we will use these and other data to guide a study of the effect of MTM winds87

on the growth of EPBs. In so doing, we illustrate the value and the importance of such88

data for future studies. We submitted this manuscript to Space Weather specifically to89

illustrate the need for such wind measurements and to encourage decision makers to sup-90

port further regional-scale observations.91

We begin with a review of the NATION dataset that will be adapted for use in our92

simulations. In addition, we consider winds determined indirectly, using the Magnetic93

mEridional NeuTrAl Thermospheric (MENTAT) code. MENTAT determines meridional94

winds based on forward modeling and ionosonde data (Dandenault, 2018). Following dis-95

cussion of NATION data, we briefly describe the high-resolution Sami3 is Another Model96

of the Ionosphere/Equatorial Spread F (SAMI3/ESF) regional ‘wedge’ model of the iono-97

sphere. We present SAMI3/ESF simulation results showing that nighttime winds can98

enhance post-midnight ESF. We consider two mechanisms. First, a converging merid-99

ional wind can enhance ESF growth (Huba & Krall, 2013). The strong equatorward winds100

that often precede the MTM can form a converging wind pattern over the latitude range101

(±30◦) of these simulations. Note that this is not the same as the MTM-associated lo-102

cal converging wind analyzed by Mesquita et al. (2018) using these data. Second, the103

sudden decrease in zonal winds, which is correlated with the MTM, can also enhance ESF104

growth (Huba et al., 2009). In each case, ESF growth is sensitive to the timing of ESF-105

favoring winds relative to the imposition of a ‘seed’ perturbation at the beginning of the106

simulation.107

2 Wind data108

Winds were measured using the five Fabry-Perot interferometer (FPI) observato-109

ries that make up the NATION instrument (Mesquita et al., 2018). The wind data, some110

of which is adapted for use in our simulations and displayed in Figure 1, is centered on111

38◦ N, 85◦ W and was measured beginning on 28 December 2013. Here, the wind vec-112

tors are denoted by ‘wind flags’ where the symbol is at the base of the the vector (i.e.,113

they are not directional arrowheads). The latitude-longitude domain of Figure 1 encom-114

passes the NATION domain, including points not in the NATION domain (e.g., the cor-115

ners of the latitude-longitude box); missing information is filled in by using the nearest116
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Figure 1. Regional wind field based on NATION measurements. At each point, the line indi-

cates the direction of the wind away from the dot. Local time at longitude 85◦W is indicated for

each plot. The blue box indicates the subset region of the wind data used in the simulation.

Figure 2. Average zonal and meridional wind speeds for the wind field of Figure 1

measured point. The subset of the latitude-longitude domain used in the SAMI3/ESF117

simulation, marked by a box in Figure 1a, is minimally affected by ‘filled in’ points.118

Average zonal and meridional winds from Figure 1 are shown Figure 2. As described119

by Mesquita et al. (2018), measurements show a weak ‘secondary’ MTM at 2230 LT (0400120

UT), followed by a strong meridional wind, peaking just past midnight local time, fol-121

lowed by the primary MTM at 0300 LT (0830 UT). The latter two features will be of122

interest in the simulations below. Between 0100 LT and 0600 LT, Figure 2 displays a char-123

acteristic MTM wind pattern, with equatorward winds before the MTM later becom-124

ing poleward, and zonal winds abating during the MTM. The primary MTM occurs rel-125

atively late, 3 hours after midnight. The NATION measurements illustrate the wake-126

wave nature of the MTM. This can be seen in Figure 1(c,) where the abatement of the127

zonal wind begins in the portion of the NATION wind field nearest to the equator be-128

fore expanding to cover the entire field, Figure 1(d), and Figure 1(e), where a strong de-129

crease in the meridional wind similarly begins in the equatorward half of the measured130

wind field.131
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The large, high-quality NATION dataset of Figure 1 is not ideally suited to a study132

of the effect of MTM winds on the growth of ESF. Specifically, the wind instruments in133

the NATION network (NATION , 2012) were all located above 35◦ N, too far from the134

equatorial region to affect this phenomenon. While EPBs commonly extend north and135

south along field lines to magnetic latitudes of ±30◦ or more, simulations suggest that136

the winds that affect ESF growth are located at latitudes of 5 to 15◦ north and south137

of the magnetic equator (e.g. Krall et al., 2013, Fig. 1). Winds showing the MTM pat-138

tern similar to that of Figure 2 are seen at a range of latitudes with the pattern occur-139

ring later in local time at higher latitudes (Friedman & Herrero, 1982; Akmaev et al.,140

2009). It is therefore reasonable to use winds at the NATION latitude as a proxy for winds141

at lower latitudes.142

Ideally, for the study (or prediction) of the effect of winds on ESF, we would have143

a NATION-like observing network 10◦ north of the magnetic equator and another at 10◦
144

south of the magnetic equator. To obtain winds in the southern hemisphere for the present145

study, we will consider a variety of approaches.146

3 SAMI3/ESF Model147

We used the SAMI3/ESF ‘wedge’ model (Huba et al., 2008) of the ionosphere for148

this study. SAMI3/ESF is a version of the global SAMI3 ionosphere model that simu-149

lates a narrow wedge, in longitude, of the global ionosphere. In this case the simulation150

has width 4 degrees and maximum altitude 2400 km. The SAMI3 grid is arranged along151

field lines; the highest altitude model field line in this case extends to magnetic latitudes152

of about ±30◦. For convenience, we approximate the geomagnetic field to be a centered153

dipole field, such that the geographic and magnetic latitudes are the same. We place the154

wedge at longitude 0◦, so local and universal times are approximately the same. The model155

ionosphere has periodic boundary conditions in longitude, such that ESF bubbles that156

exit at longitude 4◦ re-enter the simulation at longitude 0◦.157

For these model runs, we set the F10.7 EUV index and its 80-day average to 130,158

indicating moderate solar activity. We set the day of year to 80 (spring equinox). We159

begin each simulation at 23:03 UT. This is long after the ionosphere has been lifted by160

the pre-reversal enhancement of the wind-driven electric field; by this time the ionosphere161

has fallen to lower altitudes. We impose random perturbations localized to a region of162

width 0.5◦ in longitude near altitude 300 km. Perturbations can be as large as 15% of163

the background density and are imposed along the entirety of each model field line.164

The adaptation of the NATION winds to the SAMI3/ESF grid is shown in Fig-165

ure 3. Note that we use only zonal and meridional winds in the simulation. Because ver-166

tical winds outside of the NATION region are not known, and empirical models are not167

well-developed, vertical winds in SAMI3/ESF are set to zero. To investigate the effect168

of the measured wind field on the model ionosphere, we shift the data by 22 degrees in169

latitude, moving a subset of the measured wind field, indicated by a blue box in Figure170

3(a) into the northern part of the model ionosphere, Figure 3(d). The measured wind171

field is also shifted in longitude. For this reason, we refer only to local time in Figures172

1-3 and below. Because the MTM begins near the anti-solar point, expanding northward173

(and southward) versus time, shifting the wind field to lower latitude without changing174

the time coordinate is equivalent to assuming the MTM occurred later in time than it175

actually did by about an hour. This is much less than the observed night-to-night vari-176

ability in MTM timing.177

Clearly the measured winds cover only a fraction of the simulation domain of Fig-178

ure 3(d-f). North of this region, the model winds are set equal to the nearest (in lati-179

tude and longitude) measured wind value. To obtain winds in the southern hemisphere,180

we consider the case in which winds in the south are approximately the mirror of winds181
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Figure 3. a-c: measured wind direction at various times (repeated from Figure 1). d-f: Wind

direction on the SAMI3/ESF grid. At each point, the line indicates the direction of the wind

away from the dot. The blue box indicates the subset (in longitude and latitude) of the wind

data used in the simulation.
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Figure 4. Color contours of the log of the electron density are plotted versus longitude and

altitude at the magnetic equator at four different times. Also shown are contour lines, indicat-

ing the electric potential. Initially, the electric field is dominated by dielectric fields driven by

the zonal wind. Two longitudinal periods of the periodic grid are shown. This is the result with

winds as shown in Figure 3.

in the north, with the zonal wind set equal to the corresponding value in the north and182

the meridional wind being opposite the corresponding value in the north. Between -8◦
183

and 8◦, winds are linearly interpolated, based on nearest measured values. Observations184

by Herrero and Spencer (1982) show that during equinox months (when the antisolar185

point is near the geographic equator) the MTM is generally symmetric about the geo-186

graphic equator.187

4 Results188

Figure 4 shows color contours of the log of the electron density plotted versus lon-189

gitude and altitude at the magnetic equator plotted at four different times. The growth190

of EPBs is evident, but slow. Bubbles reach altitude 800 km at 02:02 local time, 3 hours191

after the beginning of the simulation. Also shown in Figure 4 are contour lines indicat-192

ing the electric potential. Horizontal potential lines indicate the zonal-wind-driven di-193

electric field that ‘blows’ the bubbles eastward. Vertical deflections of the contour lines194

indicate the electric field inside each rising bubble; a sharp deflection indicates a strong195

electric field.196

Because the timing of the MTM wind pattern shows ‘significant day-to-day vari-197

ability’ (M. Colerico et al., 1996), we performed simulations in which we varied the tim-198

ing of the winds of Figure 3 relative to the beginning of the simulation, when the ini-199

tial perturbation is imposed. For example, Figure 5 shows the growth of EPBs for a case200

in which the wind pattern of Figure 3 occurs one hour earlier. Here the strongest con-201

verging meridional winds (Figure 3e) occur at about 23:00 LT, near the beginning of the202

simulation. As a result, the EBPs grow faster than in the previous case, with EPBs ex-203

ceeding 1000 km altitude at 01:03 LT, 2 hours after the beginning of the simulation. Huba204
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Figure 5. Same as Figure 4, but with MTM winds occurring one hour earlier.

and Krall (2013) showed that a large-scale converging meridional wind enhances ESF205

growth rates.206

Further simulations showed that post-midnight ESF could also be enhanced by a207

combination of a weak converging meridional wind and a near-zero zonal wind. Observers208

have identified the abatement of zonal winds as a signature of the MTM (Wharton et209

al., 1984; Herrero et al., 1985). In Figure 6 we show measured winds (panels a-c) and210

corresponding model winds (panels d-f) for a case where we consider the MTM winds211

of Figures 1 and 3 to have occurred 4 hours earlier in local time. In this case the sim-212

ulation begins with a very weak zonal wind and a moderate converging meridional wind,213

Figure 6(d). The winds then fall almost entirely to zero, Figure 6(e), before beginning214

to reverse, Figure 6(f). Huba et al. (2009) showed that zonal winds reduce ESF growth215

rates. Figure 7 shows the result. Initial growth, Figure 7(a), 90 minutes after the begin-216

ning of the simulation, is faster than in the other two cases. However, with the rever-217

sal of the meridional winds, beginning about 2 hours into the simulation, the bubbles218

stop rising, Figure 7(c,d).219

5 Discussion220

As noted above, theoretical analysis of the effects of winds on ESF shows that a221

converging meridional wind pattern is destabilizing (Huba & Krall, 2013). While this222

pattern is clear in Figure 3(d-f), with the strongest converging wind occurring just af-223

ter midnight, Huba and Krall (2013) shows that the growth rate depends on the gradi-224

ent of the wind versus latitude; a converging wind that is everywhere northward (or south-225

ward) is similarly unstable. It should be noted that, while the MTM is typically preceded226

by an equatorward wind, we are not aware of a correlation between the strength of such227

winds and MTM occurrence.228

Earlier analysis by Huba et al. (2009) implied that reduced zonal winds also en-229

hance ESF growth. In the case where the zonal wind is nearly zero Figure 6(d), a rel-230

atively moderate converging meridional wind can also enhance post-midnight ESF. These231

results are consistent with these previous analytical results, with the strongest growth232
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Figure 6. a-c: measured wind direction at various times. d-f: Wind direction on the

SAMI3/ESF grid for a case where SAMI3/ESF winds are based on measured winds, but shifted

by 4 hours. At each point, the line indicates the direction of the wind away from the dot.

Figure 7. Same as Figure 4, but with MTM winds occurring four hours earlier.
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Figure 8. HWM14 winds on the SAMI3/ESF grid at various times for day 80 and

F10.7 =F10.7a = 130. At each point, the line indicates the direction of the wind away from

the dot.
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found in the case with the strongest gradient (Figure 5) or with the weakest zonal wind233

(Figure 7) at the beginning of the simulation, when the seed is imposed.234

5.1 MTM winds and post-midnight ESF235

As noted above, Heelis et al. (2010) reports that post-midnight ESF has a seasonal236

dependence that differs from the usual post-sunset ESF. In particular, post-midnight ESF237

occurs most often in summer at longitudes 0-60◦E and in winter at longitudes 150-90◦W.238

In the case of MTM, Herrero and Spencer (1982) analyzed Atmosphere Explorer E satel-239

lite data, finding that, as with post-midnight ESF, the MTM is strongest in summer and240

winter, with the smaller peak being in winter. However, MTM data have not been an-241

alyzed to determine longitudinal dependence. Noting a correlation between the occur-242

rence of the MTM and post-midnight ESF in data collected at Waltair (17.7◦N, 83.3◦E)243

Niranjan et al. (2003) suggest a connection. In particular, they suggest that meridional244

winds might drive the F layer upward, increasing the ESF growth rate.245

The increase in the ESF growth rate that occurs if the F layer is lifted is not the246

same as the increase in the ESF growth rate caused by the presence of a converging merid-247

ional wind. In fact, because we initiated these simulations based on a SAMI2 run with248

HWM14 winds, we may be missing the uplift of the model ionosphere prior to the be-249

ginning of the SAMI3/ESF simulation. Once the SAMI3/ESF simulation commences,250

both effects come into play. This uplift is not visible in Figures 4, 5 and 7, which are plot-251

ted at the equator. Additional plots (not shown) indicate an uplift of over 50 meters at252

±10◦ latitude during the first hour for the simulation of Figure 5.253

Both Niranjan et al. (2003) and Heelis et al. (2010) find a reduction in post-midnight254

ESF occurrence as the the solar cycle increases away from solar minimum. Our present255

study does not provide a ready explanation for this effect. For example, when we repeat256

the simulation of Figure 4 with F10.7 =F10.7a = 80 (instead of 130) in both the SAMI2-257

computed initial conditions and the SAMI3/ESF simulation, results showed ESF growth258

very similar to, but slightly weaker than, that of Figure 4.259

5.2 Model MTM winds260

To obtain the winds of Figures 3 and 6, we assumed that the MTM winds of the261

NATION dataset are representative of MTM winds at latitudes closer to the equator and262

that north-south symmetry is a common occurrence. We address the latter assumption263

in Figure 8. Here winds from the Horizontal Wind Model (HWM14; Drob et al., 2015)264

are shown on the SAMI3/ESF grid for the same parameters (day 80, F10.7 =F10.7a =265

130) as in Figures 4, 5 and 7 above. In Figure 8(a,b) we see a converging wind pattern266

similar to Figure 3(e,f), but with weaker winds. When the simulation of Figure 4 is re-267

peated using the Figure 8 winds, ESF grows more slowly.268

HWM14 is an empirical model that computes typical zonal and meridional winds269

for a specified day and time. Because the MTM occurs only some of the time, we spec-270

ulate that nights with a strong MTM wind pattern are included, along with nights with271

no MTM, in the data that are the basis for the HWM14 model. For example, the NA-272

TION instrument showed that, ‘out of a total number of 846 analyzed nights, 44% were273

inconclusive, 43% had no MTM peaks, and 13% had the presence of the MTM in the274

temperature data’ (Mesquita et al., 2018). Hence, a relatively weak MTM-like wind pat-275

tern is found in HWM14, including the reversal from equatorward to poleward (not shown;276

it occurs after 04:30 LT), but without the wake-like structure in the abatement of the277

zonal wind.278

We now consider the imposition of north-south symmetry in the MTM wind pat-279

tern of Figure 3. In addition to being evident in the HWM14 winds for day 80, Figure280

8, the corresponding symmetry in the thermosphere temperature pattern was observed281
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by Herrero and Spencer (1982, Figs. 5 and 7) using satellite measurements. These re-282

sults suggest that our model winds are realistic, but with a caveat. The winds of Fig-283

ure 3 are symmetric, as might be expected at an equinox but also relatively strong, as284

might be expected at a solstice.285

5.3 MENTAT meridional winds286

The MENTAT code of Dandenault (2018) provides another approach to determin-287

ing thermosphere winds. MENTAT determines meridional winds based on forward mod-288

eling and ionosonde data, but with a significant caveat. In MENTAT, winds in a single-289

field-line ionosphere model are adjusted to bring the model ionosphere in line with ob-290

servations at a specified longitude and latitude. However, as winds are adjusted, only291

the direct effect of the adjusted winds on the ionosphere is included. By ‘direct effect’292

we refer to the tendency of meridional winds to push ionosphere plasma up or down field293

lines. In MENTAT, adjusted winds do not alter the global wind-driven dynamo E field.294

With that important caveat duly noted, we used MENTAT to compute winds at295

longitude -85◦ and latitudes -30, -25, -20, -15,-10,-5, 5, 10, 15, 20, 25, and 30◦. Hourly296

meridional wind values were obtained for 2012, 2013, and 2014. For zonal wind values,297

we used HWM14.298

For each day of our MENTAT results, we computed the the meridional wind gra-299

dient in the hours near midnight, finding the strongest gradients nearer to the solstices300

than to the equinoxes. This is consistent with Herrero and Spencer (1982), who find the301

strongest temperature maxima at the solstices. Overall, we found that winds similar to302

that of Figure 8 were common, while winds similar to that of Figure 3 were less com-303

mon. Specifically, MENTAT winds usually had a meridional wind gradient smaller in304

magnitude than that of Figure 3(e).305

One of the strongest MTM wind patterns found in our MENTAT survey, shown306

in Figure 9, is similar to the winds of Figure 3. When we repeated the simulation of Fig-307

ure 4 with these MENTAT winds used in place of the Figure 3 winds, ESF grew faster308

than in Figure 4 but slower than in Figure 5. We conclude that the winds shown in Fig-309

ure 3 are realistic.310

Note that our example wind fields, Figures 3, 8 and 9, are not comprehensively rep-311

resentative of MTM winds. In particular, MENTAT often produced winds with both a312

strong meridional wind gradient and an overall northward (or southward) wind direc-313

tion. That is, the converging and constant meridional wind components were often com-314

parable.315

6 Conclusions316

The SAMI3/ESF code was used to simulate the growth of equatorial plasma bub-317

bles in the presence of an MTM wind field based on measured winds. We focused on two318

specific characteristics of MTM winds. First, we consider the equatorward wind that typ-319

ically precedes the MTM. Second, we consider the abatement of the zonal wind that is320

observed at the time of the MTM. These nighttime winds were shown to support the growth321

of post-midnight ESF, with bubbles typically rising above the F layer within 2 hours of322

simulated time.323

This result was found for cases with a strong converging meridional wind gradient324

(Figure 5) or with a moderate gradient and a very weak (< 20 m/s) zonal wind (Fig-325

ure 7). The growth of ESF, however, was sensitive to the timing of the winds relative326

to the imposition of the density perturbation that seeds the instability. Once the merid-327

ional wind reverses direction, the instability stops growing (Figure 5c,d). These results328

are consistent with prior analyses of the generalized Rayleigh-Taylor instability. Specif-329

–12–
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Figure 9. MENTAT meridional winds and HWM14 zonal winds on the SAMI3/ESF grid at

various times for 1 December 2013 (day 335). At each point, the line indicates the direction of

the wind away from the dot.
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ically, a converging (diverging) meridional wind component is destabilizing (stabilizing)330

(Huba & Krall, 2013) and a reduced zonal wind increases growth rates (Huba et al., 2009).331

As a check on our results, we computed meridional winds at this same longitude332

(85◦ W) using the MENTAT code, which determines meridional winds based on ionosonde333

data and forward modeling. Beyond a finding that the winds shown in Figures 3 and 6334

are realistic, it is difficult to draw strong conclusions from our MENTAT study. The idea335

that forward modeling of the ionosphere could provide wind information over a large re-336

gion, such as the 4◦ longitude by 60◦ latitude region simulated in SAMI3/ESF, is ap-337

pealing. However, the MENTAT code provides only meridional winds and has not yet338

been validated on such a large scale. To our knowledge, forward modeling on a global339

scale, which would give both meridional and zonal winds, is not yet numerically feasi-340

ble.341

These results suggest that regional-scale wind measurements, such as from the NA-342

TION instrument, could be applied to the nowcasting of ESF, EPBs, and resulting scin-343

tillation. However, such measurements would need to cover latitude ranges 5 to 15◦ north344

and south of the magnetic equator.345

To this final point, we note that the NASA Ionospheric Connection Explorer (ICON;346

Immel et al., 2018) was launched on October 10, 2019 and is measuring meridional and347

zonal neutral wind measurements with the Michelson Interferometer for Global High-348

resolution Thermospheric Imaging (MIGHTI) instrument. The MIGHTI nighttime ob-349

servations span the altitude ranges ∼ 90 - 110 km and ∼ 210 - 300 km in the low-latitude350

ionosphere. Thus, ICON will provide meridional wind measurements to more fully ex-351

plore the relationship between the MTM and post-midnight ESF.352
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